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About This Content
The official “Two Worlds” album presents the stirring music from the RPG - including the title song “Play the Game”, sung by
the charismatic voice of Kyra - and you get various remix versions too. Composed by the famous Harold Faltermeyer and
played by the musicians of the MGM Grand Orchestra, this new arranged mix of Gothic, classical, rock and folk will transport
you into a fantastic world!

PLAYLIST
01 Two Worlds (Main theme) - [05:21]
02 Play the Game - [04:43]
03 Siege of Cathalon - [06:44]
04 Ashos - [03:01]
05 Cathalon - [03:44]
06 Bot Moss Forest - [02:23]
07 Desert Attack - [03:41]
08 Grom Town - [04:36]
09 Magta Lahja - [03:21]
10 GorGammar - [02:41]
11 Opala - [04:00]
12 Love Conquers [05:09]
13 Magta Lahjar (Remix) [04:38]
14 Tharbakin - [02:43]
15 Maasarah - [04:05]
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16 Purgatory - [05:43]
17 Hades - [03:15]
18 Play the Game (Radio Edit) - [04:12]
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Title: Two Worlds Soundtrack by Harold Faltermayer
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Reality Pump Studios
Publisher:
TopWare Interactive
Release Date: 15 May, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8
Processor: Dual Core CPU 2.0 GHz
Memory: 1 GB
Graphics: GeForce FX 6, 7 and 8 series, AMD/ATI Radeon X-series with Shader 2.0b support
Hard Drive: 6 GB Free Space
Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible
Misc: Keyboard, Mouse, Broadband Internet Connection

English
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Very pieceful and calm game. I like the art a lot. Looking forward for the more challanging levels closer to the end.. Great
game. Simple and deep experience at the same time!. Great improvement in my top graphic games (almost everything ULTRA
at 60 fps in ARMA 3, GTA 5, The Witcher 3... little drops to 55-50) with an I7 4790k, nvidia gtx 970 and 16 gb RAM. Now I
don´t have lag anymore.
PC Security seems ok, but don´t enought time to mess in it.
Great software.. Do you constantly keep chickening out whenever you try to pull that trigger? Then make sure to keep that gun
close by as you launch this wonderful game!. at 14km/h u just turn around and around wtf gravel this is **** death game with 0
players. Shows promise...
But the lack of a real tutorial and the ridiculous number of typos and grammatical errors make it hard to recommend, at least at
this point.. Hmm just downloaded, given it was sale from steam.
Anyway I don't have any fun about the movie; don't get me wrong. The animation was good, but the english voicing wasn't on
par with it. The storyline seems a bit "amateurish" but again I will always compare anime with title like "Akira" and "Spirited
Away".
So does it worth on buying it? not while it's not on sale. If you just like graphics not storyline, it's not a bad buy anyway.
* update
Well some of the comment I've received seems to suggest depends alot of Wakfu; plus the short story seems nicer with french
voicing. Anyway wakfu fan should be able to enjoy this more than I am and for an outsider like me, this is still a confusing story
with a great graphics.. Great blast from the past game!
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If you like the Crooked Man, you´ll definitely love this one too. Has a great storyline, a few good scares, original puzzles, and a
huuuuge map. 9/10, absolutely worth paying for.. This is an enjoyable hidden object game that is a bit different than the
standard. The sense of humor is good at times.. I went into this game with an open mind, but keeping in mind how other titles
have already set the bar on these kind of games.
Sadly, I was disappointed very fast. My remarks from less than 30 minutes of playing:
- Camera behaves very strange. It is ok in vehicles, but very sluggish and laggy on foot.
- Tractor behavior is very strange. Tractors accelerate too fast, and stop too slowly. Carrying heavy equipment makes no
difference at all in behavior. I have never seen any farmer plow their field at 30+ km\/h. "Suspension" on the rear axle makes
steering in small places tricky.
- A lot of often used UI elements are slow to get to. I.E. big map is only accessible through main menu.
- Surprising lack of content. Only a few tractors, trailers and equipment available in the shop. As far as I can tell, only one map.
- The map is split into several parts with a loading screen between. Is this necessary in 2017? Fields separate from "main farm".
- Engine sounds are very bland.
On the positive side:
- Large, diverse and well decorated maps.
- Ground feels realistic, uneven in the fields and smooth roads.
There might be some enjoyment in this game for some people, but it is sadly asking too much money for too little.. In this day
and age of graphics before gameplay. This game is refreshing. I really enjoyed it and had a lot of fun "choosing my own
adventure".. + Different kinds of animals you can control
+ Destroying stuff is fun
- Mediocre graphics
- Extremely short
- Small levels
[Rating: 58\/100]. AINT GOT ONLINE AND I HAVE NO FRIENDS. This game was and is my favourite tactical WWII game
out there. Because of this, I thought to myself, why not make a review of it? So there I go with my feels about this game.
Pros:
+strategy based (not YOLO)
+gameplay
+storyline (Joe H. is telling the Marshall this after it all happened)
+multiplayer
Cons:
-AI sometimes does stupid things like going in front of the cover and not behind it
-just a few people play this game (I know it is old, but you get my point)
I had a hard time playing this game on difficult or authentic but I still enjoyed playing it.
For me, it is 8/10.
Old, but Gold.
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